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Aim of the Platform Meeting
Astrale GEIE is contracted by the European Commission for external monitoring of LIFE+
projects. This also includes  the organisation of so-called “Platfrom Meetings”.

Aim of this compact thematic meeting was bringing together practitioners from across Europe

 To:share and benefit from the experiences of completed and ongoing LIFE projects (and
other initiatives) focusing on ‘Alternative Future Urban Mobility’;

 To discuss the key issues – e.g. how to foster the change from the current mobility mode
to new habits, and how to motivate people to use an e-bike rather than a car; and

 To conclude recommendations on how the LIFE programme and the European
Commission in general could support these goals.
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1 Target groups and topics

The target group was defined as experts of LIFE projects (and other projects) with a focus on
Urban Mobility and with corresponding practical experience. The participants represented a
broad range of experience around urban mobility – from strategic planning and motivating
and involving citizens to technical issues and monitoring.

Registration had been restricted to 30 participants in order to ensure a good working size. In
the end 33 persons attended, after the organiser had rejected 5 requests.

The organiser asked the selected attendees via an online-poll to suggest and select their
favourite work group topics. They turned out to be the following:

Yes +/- No
How to foster the
change from the current
mobility mode to new
habits (e.g. motivate
people to use an e-bike
instead car)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
17 3 5

What is the role of
technical solutions vs.
organisational, planning,
legal, economic (fees)?
What will bring the
breakthrough?

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1
10 11 4

Experience with the LIFE
programme in the field
of Future Urban Mobility

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
7 11 7

Local, national,
European: Who is the
driver, what is the fuel,
where is support?

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
9 5 11

Ranking chances and
hindrances of
„Alternative Future
Urban Mobility“ (rather a
matrix than a list)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
9 3 13

Measuring success,
encouraging further
steps

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
4 11 10

The meeting was held in English language and was free of charge.
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2 Agenda and Venue

Agenda

Venue
UBA (German Federal Environmental Agency), Bismarckplatz 1, D-14193 Berlin, kindly
supplied the rooms.
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3 Summary of day 1

The venue was easy to reach and the event could start on time. Only one person of those
registered could not attend due an urgent other date.

Ms Dziekan of the Umweltbundesamt (UBA, German Ferderal Environmental Agency) briefly
welcomed the audience and after that Thomas Mayer, who organised the meeting had the
attendees introduce themselves to their neighbours with a description of the way how they
changed lighting of their offices over the last years. After this interactive starter of a few
minutes, the first main presentation followed:

Guido de Wilt of EC DG Environment presented with great élan the EU Air policy
developments with special emphasis on local and regional implications (see his presentation
in the annex).

Mr Balsmeyer of the Berlin based mobility association „VCD“, which helped organising the
programme of the platform meeting, presented the LIFE project „Clean Air“ in some detail.
Afterwards about half of the 20 attending LIFE projects gave a 3-5 minutes glimpse into their
activities. The presentations of the other half were integrated into day 2. All project
presentations are attached in a combined annex. The projects cover a wide range of aspects
and activities around urban mobility.

Next item on the agenda were four simultaneous work groups who gathered in the four
corners at rearranged table groups. They were moderated by those workshop attendees who
were not involved in the projects (EC representatives and members of the Astrale external
monitoring and communication teams):

Thursday's workgroups moderator
WG 1a) How to foster the change from the current mobility mode to
new habits (e.g. motivate people to use an e-bike instead car) Guido de Wilt

WG 2a) What is the role of technical solutions vs. organisational,
planning, legal, economic (fees)? What will bring the breakthrough? Thomas Mayer

WG 3) Experience with the LIFE programme in the field of Future
Urban Mobility

Hervé Martin/
Remo Savoia

WG 6) Measuring success, encouraging further steps
Gabriella Camarsa

After one and a half hours of intense discussions each workgroup presented their results to
the plenum (see „Results“ chapter of this report).

After the indoor part of the platform meeting seamlessly the outdoor mobility tour followed.
The VCD guided the attendees in two groups to several mobility highlights in the vicinity
(Urban motorways, low emission zones, bus/bike lanes, car sharing, e-bikes trial, e-cargo-
bikes trial, bike sharing). The programme is attached in the annex.
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4 Summary of day 2

Ms Dziekan of the Umweltbundesamt (UBA, German Ferderal Environmental Agency)
opened the day with a presentation of the UBA’s activities in urban mobility (see the
presentation in the annex).

Right afterwards the second set of work groups started. Again four simultaneous session
took place. Due to the high interest in workgroups 1 and 2 they were again on the agenda on
day 2 – with different attendees and open for new approaches:

Friday's work groups moderator
WG 1b) How to foster the change from the current mobility mode to
new habits (e.g. motivate people to use an e-bike instead car) Guido de Wilt

WG 2b) What is the role of technical solutions vs. organisational,
planning, legal, economic (fees)? What will bring the breakthrough? Thomas Mayer

WG 5) Local, national, European: Who is the driver, what is the fuel,
where is support? Hervé Martin

WG 6) Ranking chances and hindrances of „Alternative Future
Urban Mobility“ (rather a matrix than a list) Remo Savoia

Again, after the discussions which were just as vivid as the day before, each workgroup
presented their results to the plenum (see „Results“ chapter of this report).

Afterwards there was just enough time for the remaining short LIFE projects presentations
(continued from day 1).

Some feedback statements of attendees finalised the platform meeting. The general bottom
line was that the attendees had benefitted from each other’s experiences and found very
helpful insights and contacts regarding their mobility topics. Also the EC representatives
Hervé Martin (Head of the LIFE+ Environment Unit of the European Commission) and Guido
de Wilt (policy officer for Air and Industrial Emissions/ DG ENV) stated that they were
positively surprised about the value of practical experience from the implementation side.
Thus the workshop came to a successful end.
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5 Some Fotos

Plenum alternated with workgroups at large tables during the two days.
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In the evening during the guided mobility tour the
participants had the chance to see mobility
highlights in the vicinity and to gain hands on
experience with e-bikes and novel e-cargo-bikes
-  before taking the public bus to dinner.
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6 Results of the work groups

WG 1a) How to foster the change from the current mobility mode to new habits
(e.g. motivate people to use an e-bike instead car)/    Day 1

[Based on the protocol by Guido de Wilt]

In the first part of the discussion two dimensions were found to be relevant for change: time
needed for adoption (from short-term to long-term) and the level (policies/ high profile-
consumers/ daily life). In the second part of the discussion, the group tried to find examples
for the resulting 4 corners of the matrix based on their experiences in work and projects.

Examples of short-term
change were rather difficult to
find. It could be a celebrity
using a bike (high profile
example) but perhaps more
effective could be positive
daily life experiences and
recommendations shared by
family and friends, especially if
there is some "critical mass"
of adopters.

For longer-term changes in
the behaviour of users several
factors were identified:
information (e.g. labelling),
price (compared to
alternatives), comfort and
speed, safety (e.g. road
surface, separation of traffic
flows) and health (cycling in
relatively clean air).

This automatically raised the
issue of how politics can
contribute to this as most of
the success factors for change
in consumer behaviour need
to be recognised, created or
fostered by politics (e.g.
legislation, enforcement,
information requirements, safety on the road, clean air). Thus there is a rather strong
relationship between the left and right side in the figure.

But even in politics timelines can differ. Local politics can be faster but may not be far
reaching. For some aspects EU legislation could be useful, but by its nature this can be very
long term. But legislative pressure and funding from the EU can influence national and local
politicians who otherwise might not be eager to create the boundary conditions for adopting
change by consumers in sustainable transport.

The discussion was very lively with a lot of input and examples from all over Europe but had
to be ended because of the time.

Political side  User side

Shot-term
long term
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WG 1b) How to foster the change […] /    Day 2
[Based on the protocol by Guido de Wilt]

In order to have a new discussion on the second day of the event with fresh views in the
second work group on “fostering change” it was decided to reverse the discussion process:
On day 1 the discussion went from rather abstract ideas to concrete examples. On day 2 the
participants first contributed concrete examples and afterwards identified and categorised the
following “success factors for change” in transport:

 Change in transport often
involves several levels of
authorities or departments.
Therefore a concrete
structure can be very useful,
especially if it is set up for
the longer term and if it has
real power. A structure can
help to identify needs,
improve development of
policies and legislation but
also contribute to
implementation and
coordination.

 Change requires contacts
and networks. The wider the
support and involvement the
better the chances of
fostering change.

 Change also needs
awareness at various levels.
People - decision makers
and politicians as well as
consumers - do not change
their opinion and behaviour if
they see no need. The
necessary rise in awareness
on consumer needs can be
achieved using traditional
and modern (social) media
and by events. It can include social norms or peer pressure.

 In raising awareness several roles and target groups can be discerned, for example
citizens/consumers, stakeholders, administrators and politicians. They all need to
participate in the process of change. This requires an open mind and willingness to look
at the nature of change and its effects. But the process can be fostered by gently pushing,
creating positive experiences and allowing experiments.

 Change should not be confused with revolution. In general, a step-by-step approach was
considered best, in order that people can keep pace with the change.

The above success factors can reinforce each other. If e.g. you have some regional or local
structure formed by people coming from various departments, they will bring their contacts
and that can be useful for promoting and implementing change.

As on the first day the discussion was very lively with a lot of input and examples from all
over Europe. It had stop due to time restrictions. Despite the deliberately reversed discussion
process on day 2 the results of the work groups were comparable or complementary.
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WG 2a) What is the role of technical solutions vs. organisational, planning,
legal, economic (fees)? What will bring the breakthrough? /    Day 1

[protocol by Thomas Mayer]

The workgroup searched for a method to get a grip on the complex question. It choose a
slightly different set of sectors and agreed on using a qualitative comparison of the present
role to the future role of each sector.
After a round of statements of each expert a vivid discussion unfolded and – one by one the
solution sectors „technical“ (was interpreted as „hardware“), „organisational“ („social
change“), „legal“ („politics“) and „economic“ were pinpointed to a „now“ and „new“ statement
– see the mindmap below. „Planning“ („urban planning“) was translated into „Information/
Analysis“.

Technology will loose is
current nimbus to solve all
problems, because hopes
are being disappointed.
Instead technology
providers will (have to)
adopt a wider view and
cooperate with the other
sectors in the picture from
earlier stages.

Economically a similar
development from one-eyed,
„egoistic“ and simple
„cause-effect“ calculation
will be replaced by powerful
simulation systems. This is
enabled by an explosion of
available data and
computer power. Better
estimates of costs and
benefits e.g. of health
impacts of e-mobility in a
certain city are meanwhile
possible (see example LIFE
EC4MACS at bottom).
The above also changes
political decisions. A
question was, whether
urban politics would be able

to convey a vision to achieve rather than problems to avoid.

The sector „information/ analysis“ will have to become more revolutionary: Instead of
solving today’s traffic problems with ever more sophisticated hardware and rules it has to
come up with scenarios like „less traffic necessary“.

A main problem in organising a shift to more sustainable mobility is seen in the gap
between knowledge and behaviour. However, tackling this issue turned out to be extremely
sensitive, as moralising would probably led to harsh conflicts between „the good“ and „the
bad“. One quite recent development to tackle this problem is the “concept of nudges”, using
gentle pushes to influence irrational decision taking of people, e.g. putting the healthiest
foods at front of a school cafeteria was a “nudge” to change the food choice of kids towards a
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healthier diet. Such approaches so far were mainly researched in the health sector, but could
have great potential in the mobility sector as well.
The workgroup found that the topic “organisational/ social” would need more in depth
discussions.

The role of stakeholders at present is characterised by strongly partisan lobbying. Killer
arguments of commuters and inhabitants, car industry, construction companies and social
researchers etc. clash. Integrative/ participative work on solutions, e.g. aided by the above
mentioned power of simulations was seen as the only way out.

The participants of the work group considered the discussion very informative. The wish
emerged to apply this „tool“ on specific cases.

Computer simulation power
The LIFE project EC4MACS (http://www.ec4macs.eu/, not represented at this platform
meeting) is a successful example of using computer simulation power to aid political decision
processes. EC4MACS merged several sector specific simulation models (emissions of
industrial sectors, agriculture, private energy consumption and traffic, diffusion, impact on
soil, crops, health etc.). It has broad support of large expert groups supplying nationally
agreed and counter checked data. Also the calculation methods are broadly agreed and
transparent (public source!) and available via the Internet. Additionally effects of measures
are not only calculated in terms of material flows but also economically: costs of
implementation of measures and benefits of better crops or saved years of work life enable a
comparison of more and less effective measures scenarios for the coming 5, 10 or 20 years.
EC4MACS has largely enhanced the „Review of the EU Air Policy“ in 2012/2013. A tool to
mitigate lobbying?
One of EC4MACS’ simulation tools deals with the application of the methods on city level.
Another LIFE project „OPERA“ (see presentations) deals with regional application and is
strongly connected to EC4MACS.
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WG 2b) What is the role of technical solutions vs. organisational, planning,
legal, economic (fees)? What will bring the breakthrough? /    Day 2

[protocol by Thomas Mayer]

The topic is the same as on day 1, but a different set of participants is sitting together. A first
part of the discussion found out, that the roles of

 technical solutions (here hardware or ICT),

 organisational measures,

 planning (here urban planning),

 legal changes (not necessarily more laws, but including political decisions) and of

 economic changes
may be very different depending on which aspect of mobility one looks at: e.g. legislation
may  push through a certain limit for soot in the exhaust of vehicles, but it is hard to imagine
that it would be able to make travelling more comfortable – which is the domain of planning.

As the workgroup is embedded in the platform meeting on „alternative future urban
mobility“ the workgroup narrowed the type of mobility to look at in this session as follows:

 „Alternative“ means: not presently available
(alternative fuel or alternative way to move)

 „Future“ means: 2030 (to allow for real
alternatives without going to science fiction)

 „Urban“ means: „not rural“ and short distances

 „Mobility“ includes logistics

After the clarification of the scope the group set up several sub goals of improved mobility:

 Reduce the need for mobility: homework, internet access and other developments have
the potential to reduce the amount of obligatory travelling within or to city (centres).

 Reducing the number of vehicles, which by and large should indicate a higher efficiency.

 Optimise logistics mobility (transport of goods and services).

 Easy mobility services (e.g. publicly available means of transport easy to use and
comfortable, which enables to cover those trips which cannot be spared. (school, health
care, …)

 Achieving ecologically sustainable mobility (CO2 and urban pollutants at the minimum).
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In a last step each of the five participants of the work group estimated for each of the sub
goals, what would bring the necessary change: technical solutions, organisational
improvements, (urban) planning, legal measures and/ or economic advantages/ pressures.
For each of the sub goals each participant could distribute 5 points – e.g. for reduction of the
need for Mobility a member could vote 2 points for „organisation“, 2 for urban planning and 1
point for economic reasons. Scores in each row ideally would have a sum of 25 points (5
participants of the work group with 5 points each).

By order of relevance of tools:
1. Legal measures in total ranked most important with 33 points of total 124 (one of the

125 points actually „got lost“)
2. Urban Planning (28/124)
3. Organizational (policy, 26/124)
4. Technology development (22/124)
5. Economical measures (15/124).

The opinions/ votes of the participants varied a lot. As a facit of the scoring urban planning
and legal measures had the most points – where legal measures not necessarily mean
„more regulation“ but could also mean „less regulations but more transparent“ or backed „by
referendum“.
Also it was astonishing that economic hurdles or incentives ranked lowest as real drivers for
change and also technical hardware developments were seen as „followers“ rather than
„leaders“.

The widely differing opinions of the workgroup participants point out that much larger groups
of people would have to be polled to show a result with higher representative relevance for a
given city. The value of the workgroup for its participants lay not so much in achieving a
ranking but in the vivid exchange and the surprising turns and aspects of the discussion of
mobility experts with completely different approaches.
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WG 3 Experience with the LIFE programme in the field of Future Urban Mobility
[based on the protocol of Remo Savoia]
The aim of the working group was to discuss how the experience and results from the LIFE
projects can be used to influence the end user, namely the citizens and - even more
important - the policy makers.

It is clear from the discussion that in order to have concrete impact on end users and policy
makers it is important that each project should include the relevant stakeholders. BUT it is
not enough to include them, there should be clear mechanisms to involve them, they should
feel somehow the ownership of the results. The big problem is always the same: how will the
stakeholders use the results once the project has ended?

Part of the solution could be an
integrated approach as
foreseen by the new LIFE
regulation. Integration could
enforce the ownership of the
stakeholders since they see
the LIFE project as part of a
process to solve larger
questions – such as urban
planning and mobility - and not
only as a singular project.

The other important element
emerging during the discussion
is that the LIFE programme
already provides valuable
solutions to urban transport.
Missing is the capability of the
stakeholders to use these
solutions, therefore present
and future LIFE project should
put more emphasis on
improving the capability of
stakeholders, than on
reinventing the wheel.
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WG 4 Measuring success – encuraging further steps
[Based on the protocol by Gabriella Camarsa and Armin Pecher]

Measuring success
Sustainable Urban Mobility projects are not easy to evaluate and the effect of actions often
cannot be measured directly (e.g. PM concentration).
The participants of the work group feel the need to establish a certain set of common
indicators at European level to allow comparing results between cities at a national and
European level. These indicators should be of two types:
A) Objective indicators such as air quality improvement, increase of bicycle use,
increase of public transport users, decrease of health problems.
B) Indicators more related to social and qualitative aspects, obtained by more
qualitative measurements e.g. surveys/ questionnaires to measure success among citizens
in the area of the measure implementation.

Depending on the appropriate
design of sustainable mobility
projects („SMP“) the indicators for an
evaluation should be made clear
right from the start. It should be
obligatory within the regular
framework of scientific research to
define the scope of the project and
its possible impact. Under the
consideration of these prerequisites
the researchers will be able to
measure the effects and results of
the projects. Still there will be
various fields of evaluation reaching
from technical to social goals, from
very direct outcomes to rather
distant effects: e.g. focussing on the
reduction of cars, of emissions, of
PM, of various pollutants or by and
an improvement of sanitary and
health conditions.

Besides the measurement of
quantitative indicators, the
researchers should also consider the
social and qualitative aspects. One
possibility is a comparison of the
results of opinion polls before and
after the project, which will show the
grade of satisfaction of the involved
group of inhabitants etc.
In an additional step the measurement of the success of SMP could lead to a kind of
„scoring“ or „benchmarking“ in a European context and therefore foster the applicability of the
results or the development of appropriate further research projects. Giving scores to
European cities based on the success of their measures would make a comparison possible.

A European database containing all data on measures adopted by the different cities at
European level would enable an easy comparison between EU cities. It could also promote
improvements in cities and sharing of experience.
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Although environmental issues will differ from region to region all over Europe, a transparent
measuring of the success of SMP should enable a better comparison.

Encouraging further steps
Further steps for the implementation of research results usually includes the broad spectrum
of „sticks & carrots“ of political restrictions or incentives: Restrictions range from putting
charges and taxes on the existing polluters or on unintended emission-factors as well as
establishing administrative obstacles. On the other side incentives could be fostering
intended behaviour via subsidies, removing existing burdens for the concerned individuals, or
offering opportunities to save time.

It is important to make public transport and inter-modal transport more attractive and “sexy”.
As an example, higher charges on road transport makes transport of trucks via ships and
ferries more attractive. In any case, there should be more environmentally friendly mobility
alternatives for the involved individuals that could demonstrate the availability of mobility
services as an attractive package.

Boosting awareness and positive reception of such alternatives has a high potential of
leading to a behavioural change. For example, well-known persons in public life should play
the „role-model“ for this new type of consumers via testimonials. We can see this – especially
for the younger generation – in pop-music video clips: David Guetta and the “Twizzy” fleet of
Renault.

In the field of sustainable mobility issues, the authorities and the public often take opposing
positions: The authority implements restrictions “against” the traffic participants, while a
majority does not believe in it. Spreading knowledge about sustainable mobility faster and
more widely could help. It can even lead to a stronger demand coming from the population,
putting public administration and policy-makers under pressure to improve sustainable
mobility. Campaigns in certain periods of the year such as during a “Car free day” are a good
opportunity for universities, researchers and the scientific community in general to present
the results of their projects to the local citizens and thus help raise more awareness and
boost change. Communication and learning from each other will also provide a better basis
for implementation of progressive mobility measures.

Eco-certificates (ISO 14.001, EMAS etc.) in public transport services could lead to a positive
competition. The public transport organisations would be obliged to make changes and
support local mobility actions and projects. Policy makers and authorities should reward the
certified transport services.
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WG 5 Local, national, European:
Who is the driver, what is the fuel, where is support?

[based on the protocol of Alessandro Bertello]

Problems

 Increase interdisciplinary work in planning (vertical and
horizontal issue).

 Raise political willingness from the top (EU level) with better
and binding legislation and efficient enforcement.

 Raise public awareness working in school with
environmental education project.

 Increase the ratio of EU co-financing in case of
multidisciplinary projects.

 Lack of money due to economic crisis hampers
implementation of measures, but crisis could also be seen as
an opportunity because people chose alternative way to
move if it is less expensive (cars, public transport,
bike).

 Problem of lobby/ corruption system mainly at national level
hampers environmental friendly decisions.

 In the management of the EU project it has been seen a lack
of administrative people technicians.

Solutions

 New EU technology
could be a solution

 Better EU legislation

 Introducing a reporting
scheme or standar-
dised urban mobility
indicators in order to
allows comparison
and ranking and to
produce wiser and
effective legislation

 Environmental
education in school

 Info Campaign
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WG 6 Ranking chances and hindrances (rather a matrix than a list)
[based on the protocol by Alan Lewis and Armin Pecher]

Ranking chances and hindrances of „Alternative Future Urban Mobility“ in a matrix by
different stakeholders.
The discussion group tried to put the different players and the relevant aspects for them into
a matrix. Right from the beginning it was rather clear that technical solutions that contribute
to a more environmentally friendly urban mobility are widely available and the stakeholders –
that is consumers, public administration, policy makers and business – can easily make use
of what is on offer. Market mechanisms should work in this field to bring out the best
adoption of feasible technology.
Within the given legal framework existing at any point the strongest impact was seen in the
behavioural attitude of the stakeholders; the factors influencing behaviour are shown in the
following table:

Players:

Factors
influencing
the behaviour

Indivi-
duals /
consum

ers

public
admini-
stration

policy
makers

Busi-
nesses

cost (€)  () () Profit
planning  ()  ()
comfort strong

interest
~ ~ competit

ion
safety    
availability strong

interest
~ ~ competi-

tion
inertia /
curiosity

 ~ change chal-
lenge

reducing
mobility needs

   ~

behavioural
change

~ strong
interest

strong
interest

~

Interpreting the above table / considerations:
The awareness of possible cost changes for the end-user could be mirrored by the chance of
increasing profits for businesses.
Alternative mobility methods will only be successful if they are safe and comfortable for the
customer and easily available. This is where informational technology should be helpful and
a positive competition between the providers could take place.
The trade-off between inertia of keeping old habits and the curiosity of trying something new
will also influence the customers and is a strong driver for the interest of policy-makers as
well, as they are seeking to change the end-users' behaviour. It is also a competition factor
for businesses, especially for providers of public transport means, as it will improve the entry-
chances for young, intelligent and risk-taking companies.
The intended behavioural change – as a core factor to a stronger uptake of sustainable
urban mobility – can only take place if the policy makers and the public administration find
attractive ways of raising the interest of consumers and therefore would be able to influence
their state of mind.
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Factors affecting behavioural change
1. Inertia (resistance to change) is a big factor and is influenced by many things, including:

 Personal and business behaviour norms
 Policy signals (restrictions, legislation & incentives)
 Existing infrastructure / speed & type of future investment

2. With change come winners and losers. Some find it easier to adapt/ survive than others,
depending on their ability to adapt to new business models. There can be an outcry from
those who loose and this places the policy makers under pressure. Example:

Impact of fuel prices:
 Is strong on personal mobility choices (e.g. increased cycling rates) in conjunction

with lower availability of disposable income.
 Business reaction (strong HGV operator lobby against increases in taxes, but

behind the scenes large operators are experimenting with investment in LNG as a
fuel which is cheaper and better for the environment if burned efficiently)

3. It is easier for policy makers if it is left to the market rather than making an active decision,
but if you leave it to the market then you may end up with very slow incremental change,
rather than quick step changes.

4. Political / policy drivers depend on how well the drivers are believed and how important
they are seen in the broader context, especially while there is an economic crisis. The
messages and signals need to be clear and decisive in order to be successful.
Example:
 E.g. in Wales there now is a £0.05 levy on every plastic shopping bag, which has

reduced the number of bags by 75% (soon to be extended to England), but there no
refundable deposit on glass bottles.

This shows the importance of establishing successful measures for each situation taking in
account differences in:

 Local economics
 Personal expectations
 Experience
 Appropriate solutions

The situation seems to be more complex than previously: solutions require more
stakeholders, and modern IT & communication channels mean that more people /
stakeholders have a voice and feel that they have the right to use it...

In order to produce an effective “mobility systems package” inputs are required from:
 Local & national policy
 Vehicle manufacturers
 Users (individuals & businesses)
 Energy production & distribution
 Technology solutions, which decrease the need to travel.
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Annexes

Annex 1: Workgroup attendance

Annex 2: Contact Data and Mobility Projects
of Attendees of the platform meeting

Annex 3: Presentation Wilhelmus de Wilt (EC DG ENV)
„Latest developments on EU Air Policy“ (separate file)

Annex 4: Presentation Karin Dziekan: “Activities of the German
Federal Environmental Agency UBA in the field of
Alternative Future Urban Mobility “ (separate file)

Annex 5: Presentation of 20 Urban Mobility Projects
which were present at the platform meeting (separate file)

Annex 6: Programme “Mobility Tour” at the end of day 1 (separate file)
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Annex 1: Workgroup
attendance

The organiser asked the
selected attendees via an
online-poll to select their
favourite work group
topics.

After matching schedules,
all attendees could
participate in their two
favourite workgroups
(green fields = first
choice) except for 3
second choices (blue
boxes):
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Annex 2: List of attendees

Project
Number

Project
Acronym

Title of LIFE project project web-
site(s)

Entity1 Contact
person(s)

Street Code &
Town

e-mail

LIFE02
ENV/UK/136

Catch Clean Accessible Transport for
Community Health

www.cleanac
cessibletrans
port.com

Travel & Transport
Research Ltd

Mr Alan
LEWIS

Grosvenor
Gardens
House
35/37
Grosvenor
Gardens

SW1W
0BS
London

alan.lewis@ttr-
ltd.com

LIFE07
ENV/IT/434

MHyBus Methane and Hydrogen blend for
public city transport bus: technical
demonstrative application and
strategic policy measures

http://commu
nity.aster.it/m
hybus/en/proj
ect.htm

Regione Emilia-
Romagna/ Segreteria
Servizio Mobilità Urbana
e Trasporto Locale

Mr Andrea
Normanno

Viale Aldo
Moro 30

IT-40127
Bologna

ANormanno@re
gione.emilia-
romagna.it

Mr Paolo
Ferrecchi

PFerrecchi@reg
ione.emilia-
romagna.it

LIFE08
ENV/E/107

RESCATA
ME

Pervasive air-quality sensors
network for an environmental
friendly urban traffic management

http://www.re
scatame.eu/d
efault.aspx?l
g=1

Fundación CARTIF Ms Maria
Dolores
HIDALGO

Parque
Tecnológico
de Boecillo,
parcela 205

ES-47151
Valladolid

dolhid@cartif.es

LIFE08
ENV/E/136

ZERO-
HYTECHPA
RK

Zero emissions using renewable
energies and hydrogen
technologies in building and
sustainable mobility in
Technology Parks

www.zerohyt
echpark.eu/e
n/proyecto/ob
jetivos/

Fundación Hidrógeno
Aragón

Mr Jesus
Simon
Romeo

Parque
Technológic
o WALQA,
Ctra.
Zaragoza
N-330A, km
566.

ES-22197
Cuarte
(Huesca)

jsimon@hidroge
noaragon.org

LIFE08
ENV/IT/386

H.U.S.H. Harmonization of Urban noise
reduction Strategies for
Homogeneous action plans

www.hush-
project.eu/en/
index.html

Vie En.Ro.Se. ingeneria
srl

Mr Sergio
Luzzi

Via
Stradivari
23

IT-50127
Florence

sergio.luzzi@vie
nrose.it

LIFE09
ENV/AT/226

CEMOBIL CO2-neutral E-Mobility for the
reduction of air pollutants and
noise in the European cities

www.cemobil
.at/index.php
?id=5&ID1=&
sprache1=en

Amt der Kärntner
Landesregierung /
Abteilung 7/ A07
Verkehrswegeplanung

Mr Gerald
Miklin

Mießtaler
Straße 1

A-9020
Klagenfurt

gerald.miklin@k
tn.gv.at
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Project
Number

Project
Acronym

Title of LIFE project project web-
site(s)

Entity1 Contact
person(s)

Street Code &
Town

e-mail

LIFE09
ENV/ES/507

CONNECT Creation Of New Network for
Electric Cars Technology

http://www.lif
econnect.eu/
en/objectives.
html

Colegio Oficial de
Ingenieros Técnicos de
La Rioja

Ms Susana
LACALZADA

Segundo
Santo
Tomás n° 5
interior

ES-26005
Logroño

slacalzada@coit
ir.com

LIFE09
ENV/IT/063

IMOSMID Integrated MOdel for Sustainable
Management of Mobility in
Industrial Districts

www.imosmi
d.it/eng/proje
ct-info

Provincia di Reggio
Emilia

Mr Laurizio
La Macchia

Corso
Garibaldi,
59

IT-42100
Reggio
Emilia

m.lamacchia@p
rovincia.re.it

Ms Roberta
Filippi

r.filippi@provinci
a.re.it

LIFE09
ENV/IT/092

OPERA An integrated assessment
methodology to plan local cost-
effective air quality policies
harmonized with national and
European actions.

www.operato
ol.eu/html/en
g/index.html

ARPA - Agenzia
Prevenzione Ambiente
Emilia-Romagna

Mr Marco
Deserti

Via Po 5 IT-40139
Bologna

mdeserti@arpa.
emr.it

LIFE09
ENV/IT/111

ELBA ELBA - Integrated Eco-friendly
Mobility Services for People and
Goods in Small Islands

www.elba-
lifeplus.eu

Piombino Port
Authority

Mr Giampiero
Costagli

Piazzale
Premuda,
6A

IT-57025
Piombino

g.costagli@ap.p
iombinoelba.it

LIFE10
ENV/CZ/651

MEDETOX Innovative Methods of Monitoring
of Diesel Engine Exhaust Toxicity
in Real Urban Traffic

http://medeto
x.cz/main-
page/

Academy of Sciences /
Institute of Experimental
Medicine AV CR

Mr. Jan
Topinka

Videnska
1083

CZ-142 20
Praha 4

jtopinka@biome
d.cas.cz

Technical University
Liberec, Faculty of
Mechanical Egineering

Mr. Michal
Vojtisek

Studentska
2

CZ-461 17
Liberec

michal.vojtisek
@tul.cz

LIFE10
ENV/IT/389

INTEGREE
N

Integration of Traffic and
Environmental data for improving
green policies in the city of
Bolzano

www.integree
n-
life.bz.it/visio
n

TIS innovation park Mr Roberto
Cavaliere

via
Siemens 19

IT-39100
Bolzano

roberto.cavalier
e@tis.bz.it

LIFE10
ENV/IT/390

TyRec4LIF
E

Development and Implementation
of Innovative and Sustainable
Technologies for the Use of
Scrap Tyre Rubber in Road
Pavements

www.provinci
a.torino.gov.it
/ambiente/rifi
uti/programm
azione/tyrec4
life/index_en

Provincia di Torino Mr
Alessandro
Bertello

Corso
Inghilterra 7

IT-Torino alessandro.bert
ello@provincia.t
orino.it
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Project
Number

Project
Acronym

Title of LIFE project project web-
site(s)

Entity1 Contact
person(s)

Street Code &
Town

e-mail

LIFE10
ENV/MT/088

DemoEV Demonstration of the feasibility of
electric vehicles towards climate
change mitigation

www.electricv
ehiclesmalta.
eu

Ministry for Transport
and Infrastructure

Ms Gabriella
Cassola

Block B,
Triq
Francesco
Buonamici

Floriana
FRN1700

gabriella.cassol
a@gov.mt

LIFE10
ENV/SE/035

SLIDE IN Life without oil : Slide in - energy
efficient and fossil-free public
transportation for a sustainable
society

www.slidein.s
e/english-
summary/

Lund University Mr Jesper
König

Östra
Vallgatan
14

SE-221 00
Lund

jesper.konig@lu
open.lu.se

LIFE11
ENV/DE/495

Clean Air Clean Air http://www.cl
eanair-
europe.org/e
n/home/

VCD Mr Heiko
Balsmeyer

Rudi-
Dutschke-
Straße 9

D-10969
Berlin

Heiko.Balsmeye
r@vcd.org

Centre for Sustainable
Alternatives CEPTA

Mr Daniel
Lesinsky

Nogradyho
39

SK-96001
Zvolen

lesinsky@chang
enet.sk

LIFE11
ENV/ES/584

AIRUSE Testing and Development of air
quality mitigation measures in
Southern Europe

www.airuse.e
u

IDAEA-CSIC  Xavier
Querol

C/ Jordi
Girona 18-
26

ES-08034
Barcelona

xavier.querol@i
daea.csic.es

LIFE11
ENV/FR/739

SUSTAIN-
ICT

ICT for greener urban
development

http://ec.europa.
eu/environment/li
fe/project/Project
s/index.cfm?fuse
action=search.ds
pPage&n_proj_id
=4382

Pôle numérique
Le Rhovalparc - Alixan

Mr Alexis
Mironneau

1 avenue
de la Gare

F-26958
Valence

amironneau@p
ole-numerique.fr

LIFE11
ENV/IT/015

PERHT Parking Green Services for Better
Environment in Historic Town

http://perht-
lifeplus.com/n
ew-
page.aspx

ACCT S.p.A. Mr Giorgio
Ambrosino

Via
Polveriera 1

IT-31100
Treviso

giorgio.ambrosin
o@memexitaly.i
t

"Inforegio"
funded
project

RAIL4SEE Integrating cities into
transnational transport
corridors

http://rail4see
.eu/about-
rail4see/

Province of Bologna Ms Catia
Chiusaroli

Via San
Felice 25

IT-40122
Bologna

catia.chiusaroli
@provincia.bolo
gna.it

non-LIFE -- -- www.ecustod
ia.at

ECUSTODIA Mr DI
Thomas
Troppenauer

Höflein 15 A-9074
Keutschach

troppenauer@e
custodia.at

non-LIFE -- -- www.difu.de German Institute of
Urban Affairs

Mr Tilmann
Bracher

Zimmerstr.
13-15

D-10969
Berlin

Bracher@difu.d
e
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Project
Number

Project
Acronym

Title of LIFE project project web-
site(s)

Entity1 Contact
person(s)

Street Code &
Town

e-mail

non-LIFE -- -- http://www.u
mweltbundes
amt.de/verke
hr

UBA
Abteilung I 3 Verkehr,
Lärm

Ms Katrin
Dziekan

Wörlitzer
Platz 1

D-06844
Dessau-
Roßlau

Katrin.Dziekan
@uba.de

non-LIFE -- -- www.innoz.d
e

DB International TID-EC
Engineering Center

Tim
Lehmann

Elisabeth-
Schwarzha
upt-Platz 1

D-10115
Berlin

Tim.Lehmann@
db-
international.de

European
Commission

-- -- http://ec.euro
pa.eu/life

European Commission/
LIFE ENV Unit

Mr Hervé
Martin

DG
ENV.E.4

BE-1049
Brussels

Herve.Martin@e
c.europa.eu

European
Commission

-- -- http://ec.europa.
eu/environment/
air/review_air_po
licy.htm

EC / DG ENV / Air and
Industrial Emissions

Mr
Wilhelmus de
Wilt

DG ENV
C.3.

BE-1049
Brussels

wilhelmus.de-
wilt@ec.europa.
eu

LIFE
Communicati
on Team

-- -- life.aeidl.eu Astrale - AEIDL / LIFE
Communication Team

Ms Gabriella
Camarsa

260,
Chaussée
Saint-Pierre

BE-1040
Brussels

gabriella.camars
a@astrale.org

LIFE
Monitoring
Team

-- -- www.astrale.
org

Astrale - Prospect /
LIFE Monitoring Team

Mr Remo
Savoia

Rue de
Prince
Royal,83

BE-1050
Brussels

remo.savoia@a
strale.org

LIFE
Monitoring
Team

-- -- www.astrale.
org

Astrale – Particip / LIFE
Monitoring Team

Mr Thomas
Mayer

Merzhauser
Str.183

D-79100
Freiburg

thomas.mayer@
astrale.org


